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SURVEYING-I 

 

[Maximum marks: 75]                  (Time: 2.15 Hours) 
 

PART – A 

 (Answer any three questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks) 
 

I. (1). Differentiate between a tie line and a check line.   

(2). Write the methods of orientation in plane table survey.    

(3). What is agonic lines.        

(4). What is Benchmark.              

(5). The vertical distance between any two consecutive contours is known as.     (3 x 2 = 6) 

 

 

PART – B 

(Answer any four of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks) 

 

II. (1). Explain the procedure for indirect ranging and write the condition at which it is to be done.          

(2). What are the instruments used for Plane table survey and briefly explain each.                       

(3). Find the true bearing of the lines from the following magnetic bearing and declination.  

Line Magnetic bearing Declination  

PQ 56o21’ 3o10’E 

RS S12o10’W 2o04’W 

 

(4). The following consecutive readings were taken with a dumpy level and a 4m levelling  

       staff on a continuously sloping ground.   

       0.780,1.545,1.585,2.330,2.585,3.835,1.055,1.765,2.625,3.550,0.735,0.895,1.350,2.350.RL  

       of 1st point was 50.000m.  Rule out the page of level book and enter the readings and find the  

       reduced levels of other stations by line of collimation method.  Apply the usual checks.    

(5). What are the temporary adjustments of a dumpy level.  

(6). Differentiate between Countour and Countour Interval.    

(7). Define reciprocal levelling and explain the procedure for reciprocal levelling. (4 x 6= 24) 
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PART – C 

(Answer any of the three units from the following.  Each question carries 15 marks) 

UNIT –I 

 

III. (a). How will you conduct chaining on sloping ground.      (7) 

(b). What are the advantages and disadvantages of plane tabling.     (8) 

 

OR 

 

IV. The following are bearings taken on a closed compass traverse.    

Line F.B B.B 

AB 
80o10’ 295o0’ 

BC 
120o20’ 301o50’ 

CD 
170o50’ 350o50’ 

DE 
230o10’ 49o30’ 

EA 
310o20’ 130o15’ 

            

           Compute the interior angles and correct them for observational errors.  Assume the observed                              

           bearing of line CD to be correct adjust the bearing of remaining sides.  (15) 

 

UNIT-II 

 

V. Below are the bearings observed in traversing with a compass.  

Line FB BB 

AB 80o30’ 260o30’ 

BC 351o15’ 173o00’ 

CD 32o15’ 208o 

DE 106o15’ 287o45’ 

EF 99o00’ 280o00’ 

FG 209o30’ 29o30’ 

  

  At what stations do you suspect local attraction.  Find the corrected bearings of the lines.       (15) 
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OR 
 

VI. (a). Explain Fore bearing and Back bearing of a line.     (7) 

      (b). Explain how orientation is done in plane table surveying (briefly explain the two 

             methods).    (8) 
 

UNIT-III 

 

VII. The following staff  readings were observed successively with a level.  The instrument having  

       been shifted after third, sixth and eighth  readings:2.228,1.606, 0.988, 2.090, 2.864, 1.262, 0.602,  

       1.982, 1.044, 2.684 meters.  Enter the readings in a level field book and calculate the RL of  

       points if the first readings was taken with a staff held on a bench mark of 432.384m in Rise and  

       fall method.      (15) 
 

OR 

 

VIII. (a).Explain the term Differential levelling.       (7)  

        (b). Explain about curvature and refraction in levelling and explain its effects in levelling.   (8) 

 

UNIT-IV 

 

IX. . (a). The following observations were made in a reciprocal levelling. 

Inst at Staff readings on Remarks  

 P Q Distance between P 

and Q=1010m 

P 1.824 2.748 RL of P = 126.386 

Q 0.928 1.606 

             Find (a) the RL of Q 

         (b). The Combined correction for curvature and refraction.    (15) 

 

OR 

 

X. (a). Differentiate between Contour interval and Horizontal Equivalent.  (7) 

     (b). What are the use of contour-Explain.    (8)  
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